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Tracks in the Sand
by Mary C. Bourke

PSI dune junkies, from left , Mark Bishop, Matt Balme, Mary Bourke, Dan Berman, Andrew Wheeler (visiting scientist at
PSI), and Andrea Philippoff on a parabolic dune at White Sands National Monument, NM.

In early May, PSI scientists drove from Tucson to Alamogordo,
New Mexico, to spend four days discussing sand dunes with a
group of 45 scientists and graduate students from four continents.
The “Planetary Dunes Workshop: A Record of Climate Change,”
organized in part by PSI, was designed to bring together researchers working on the sand dunes of Venus, Titan, Mars, and Earth.
The meeting was a huge success. There were many constructive
discussions, lots of collaborative interaction, and plans for new
collaborations and expeditions to far-flung analog field sites such
as Namibia and Antarctica. Everyone had unique and useful perspectives and the group came away with a firm idea of the state
of the sub-discipline of aeolian geomorphology and a clearer vision of future research directions.
The PSI scientists were the largest group from any one institution
and gave a total of eight presentations at the workshop. Three of
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PSI Welcomes Tom Prettyman
Tom Prettyman joined PSI as a Senior
Scientist in January, and is an off-site
employee in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
He is a co-investigator on the Dawn
Mission and Team Leader for the
Gamma Ray and Neutron Detector
(GRaND), one of the science instruments on the Dawn spacecraft. He is
also a Mars Odyssey Participating Scientist. Prior to PSI, Tom worked at Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) for
over 15 years in Nuclear Safeguards and
Space and Atmospheric Sciences. He is
presently a Guest Investigator at LANL.
Tom became interested in science at an
early age, especially astronomy and space exploration. He spent
many evenings of his youth star-gazing, and he closely followed
NASA’s robotic and manned space programs. Despite his interest in space exploration, he did not set out to become a “rocket
scientist.” As an undergraduate at North Carolina State University (NCSU), Tom studied nuclear engineering, which provided a
broad background in physical sciences and mathematics. He
went on to earn a Ph.D. in Nuclear Engineering in 1991, focusing
on industrial applications of computerized tomography. For his
postdoctoral research, Tom worked on nuclear techniques for oil
well logging, which provided him an introduction to geophysics.
In 1992, he joined LANL as a postdoc with the Safeguards Assay
group and was promoted to Technical Staff Member in 1993. At
LANL, Tom developed a new gamma ray nondestructive assay
method based on computerized tomography in order to characterize transuranic waste destined for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
in New Mexico. The method was effective in characterizing heterogeneous waste in large containers, such as 208L drums, which
could not be measured using standard nondestructive assay techniques. He was also on the ground floor for the development of
CdZnTe, a room temperature semiconductor used for gamma ray
spectroscopy. Tom built hand-held spectrometers with CdZnTe
for domestic and international safeguards, which involved close
collaboration with Department of Energy (DOE) facilities and the
International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna. The CdZnTe
technology that he developed is one of the new technologies on
the Dawn mission.
At LANL, Tom met William Feldman (now at PSI) and David
Lawrence, who introduced Tom to planetary science and invited
him to participate in the Lunar Prospector investigation. Given
the opportunity to realize a life-long dream, he began working
with the Planetary Science Team and joined the Space and Atmospheric Sciences group in 2000.
The Space and Atmospheric Sciences group provided a stimulating scientific research environment, which included astrophysics,
planetary science, and space plasma physics. Tom continued his
research on nuclear instrumentation, data reduction, and analysis
for an ever-expanding list of applications. He participated in the
design, development, and operations of space-based radiation
detectors for DOE’s nuclear monitoring payloads. He worked
with the Planetary Science Team on the analysis of data acquired
by Lunar Prospector and Mars Odyssey. He collaborated with
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Feldman to design the gamma ray and
neutron spectrometer for Dawn and
led the LANL team during the development, testing, and implementation
phases of the project. Following
Dawn’s spectacular launch in September of 2007, Tom began to consider
further focusing his efforts on planetary science. In January, he accepted
a position at PSI, which will allow
him to collaborate more closely with
the planetary science community on
lunar science, Mars and solar system
research.
Tom is presently working on a number of planetary science topics, including determining the Mars
polar energy balance using data from thermal emission spectroscopy and neutron spectroscopy, characterizing the seasonal and
residual polar caps and atmosphere of Mars with neutron spectroscopy; and preparing for the Dawn science investigation of
Vesta and Ceres. He is also applying instrumentation concepts
developed for GRaND to new areas. This year he collaborated
with a small business to develop a solid-state neutron detector for
homeland defense applications.
When not at work, Tom enjoys the great outdoors of New Mexico with his partner, Sandra, and his children, Michael and Katherine. His favorite activities include Nordic skiing, mountain biking, cycling, hiking, and white water kayaking. He also enjoys
ballroom dancing. He and Sandra are becoming proficient at
Tango and Lindy Hop, and are beginning to learn Salsa.
Tom is delighted to have the opportunity to work at PSI and is
looking forward to collaborating with his colleagues on Dawn
and developing new concepts for future missions.
PSI extends a warm welcome to Tom!

Tracks in the Sand (continued from front page)
these will be published in a special issue of the journal Geomorphology on the topic of planetary dune systems. And, illustrating
the growing presence of women in science, it is worth noting that
over 30% of the workshop participants were women.
The highlight of the trip was a one-day field trip to the blinding
white gypsum sand dunes at the White Sands National Monument. While being blasted by 38 mph winds and sand (yes, sand
stings at that velocity!), we were instructed on how the high
groundwater levels and the gypsum sands combine to partially
cement sand dune layers. As a result, dunes leave distinct patterns
in their wake as they move downwind. Similar features, perhaps
formed a little differently, have been discovered by PSI scientists
on Mars.
The trip was thoroughly enjoyed by all and we look forward to
the next workshop to be held at the Great Sand Dunes National
Monument, Colorado.
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Morgenthaler Adds Maine to PSI Map
Jeff Morgenthaler joined PSI in March, 2008. He brings with him
a broad range of experience including instrument development,
ground-based observing, and computer-based data reduction and
analysis. He is another of our off-site scientists; his remote PSI
outpost is in beautiful, rugged northern Maine. You may have
seen his current hometown, Fort Kent, in the news this spring as
the site of some extraordinary flooding.
Jeff was born in another border town, Niagara Falls, New York,
and began his instrument development career at an early age by
studying the shovel mechanism on his Tonka crane. When he
was six years old, his family moved to the San Francisco bay
area, where he added astrophysical instrumentation to his studies
by trying to get his plastic telescope to point at the moon.
After high school in the bay area, Jeff traveled to the other coast
to attend MIT. Initially majoring in electrical engineering, he
quickly saw that physics suited him much better. Here he was
introduced to X-ray astrophysics at the MIT CCD (chargecoupled devices) lab, where he helped calibrate early models of
the CCDs used on the Chandra X-ray observatory.
In graduate school at the University of Wisconsin, Jeff worked to
develop an X-ray calorimeter sounding rocket payload with Dan
McCammon. Microcalorimeters measure the energy of X-rays by
sensing the temperature rise they induce in absorbers cooled to
0.050° K. His thesis project was analyzing data recorded with the
Diffuse X-ray Spectrometer, a space shuttle payload of Opportunity that flew in 1992. He earned his Ph.D. in physics in 1998
and then bicycled cross country — from Boston to Seattle!

3

in addition to helping Harris with his instrument development
projects. Jeff also continued to work on the problem of the excess
oxygen emission observed in comet Hale-Bopp, a project he began working on in Wisconsin.
Now in Maine, Jeff still rides his bike now and then when he is
not skiing or hiking. And he is enjoying watching his son, age 1,
study the wheels on his trucks as he pushes them back and forth.
Another instrumentalist in the family?
At PSI, Jeff will continue working on his past projects and hopes
to start some spin-off projects such as an automated spectral fitting package which will help him generate a high-quality fit of
the solar spectrum.
And so another fine scientist joins PSI. Welcome, Jeff!

18 Scientists Awarded $5 Million for Research
by Ed Stiles

PSI scientists have been awarded more than $5 million in research grants from NASA in 2008. The projects focus on topics
that range from mapping potential landing sites on Mars to determining the densities of comets. They also include work to simulate weathering effects on the Earth’s moon, explore the topography of selected Saturn moons, and study the geologic history of
light-toned layered deposits in a Martian canyon system.
The grants, from 13 separate research programs, will fund 24
projects awarded to 18 scientists. PSI includes more than 50 scientists who are supported solely by funding from research grants.
The competition for these grants within the scientific community
is intense, and winning them is testimony to the quality of PSI
investigators and their work.
The grants also reflect the mutual support that our scientists provide to one another, such as forming research teams and performing internal reviews, in order to maximize everyone’s success.
That kind of support and collaboration is part of what makes PSI
a very special place.
Three NASA programs accounted for 13 of the 24 projects: Five
grants totaling $1.3 million came from the Planetary Geology and
Geophysics program; three grants totaling $900,000 came from
the Mars Fundamental Research program; and five grants were
awarded in the Mars Data Analysis Program for a total of
$800,000.

Jeff and Melanie Morgenthaler in Maine with their son, Daniel.

In 1997, Jeff began observing solar system objects at the
McMath-Pierce solar telescope on Kitt Peak; he has been on the
mountain at least two weeks each year since then. He has observed comets and the Jovian system with Fabry-Perot interferometers, spatial heterodyne spectrometers and a high-resolution
Eschelle spectrograph.
Jeff developed some automated curve fitting routines to interpret
the Eschelle data during his NRC postdoc with Ron Oliversen at
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center 2002-04. During this period
he met his future wife, Melanie. And just as they got married,
Jeff took a position as a Research Scientist with Walt Harris in at
the University of Washington (UW) in Seattle.
At UW, Jeff started working with GALEX observation of comets

Several other grants were awarded for projects involving space
missions such as NASA’s Cassini-Huygens Mission to Saturn,
the Dawn Mission to the asteroid belt to study the asteroid Vesta
and small planet Ceres, and the Japan Aerospace Exploration
Agency’s Hayabusa Mission to a near-Earth asteroid.
The diversity of research being pursued through these grants, as
well as the concentration of PSI scientists in certain research programs, illustrates the important contributions the Institute continues to make in expanding our understanding of the solar system.
The grants were awarded to the following PSI scientists: Paul
Abell, Natalia Artemieva, Matt Balme, Mary Bourke, David
Crown, Don Davis, Robert Gaskell, William Hartmann, Keith
Holsapple, Kim Kuhlman, Melissa Lane, Asmin Pathare, Tom
Prettyman, Nalin Samarasinha, Ed Tedesco, Stu Weidenschilling,
Catherine Weitz, and Rebecca Williams.
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A Bit of PSI History: The Iron PSI (Ψ)

Hartmann at International Workshop

by Donald R. Davis and William K. Hartmann

Many visitors notice the three-flanged iron sculpture in our office, about a foot high, which when examined closely creates a
negative-space image of our logo symbol, the Greek letter psi
(Ψ, pronounced sigh). We get questions: Where did it come
from? Here's the story:
In 1969, President Lyndon B. Johnson went to Houston to announce the founding of the Lunar Science Institute (LSI), dedicated to the science aspect of the Apollo program. LSI attracted
top lunar scientists and produced a treasure trove of science results over the next several years, drawing upon the wealth of
data returned by the Apollo astronauts. However, in the mid1970s, the Apollo program was over, interest in lunar science
was declining, and LSI was looking to reinvent itself with a
broader science base than just the moon. What about encompassing the entire system of planets and become the Planetary
Science Institute? Great idea! The perfect name, they thought.
They had a vision of a logo using the Greek letter psi, and turning it into a large, attractive sculpture that would stand on their
lawn, perhaps eight or ten feet tall, in front of their offices.
They commissioned a sculptor to start on that plan. The sculptor
created the welded iron model as a first step.

PSI is part of a workshop team at the International Space Science Institute (ISSI) in Bern, Switzerland, where ISSI supports
small international teams to work on targeted problems. This
project is organized around using accumulated numbers of small
craters (10 m, 20 m diameters) to date young surfaces on Mars.
In this image (L to R), Bill Hartmann (PSI), Stephanie Werner
(Geological Survey of Norway), Johannes Geiss (former director of ISSI, who dropped in to visit), Olga Popova (team leader,
from the Institute for Dynamics of Geospheres, Moscow), and
Cathy Quantin-Nataf (former visitor to PSI, now at University
of Lyon, France).

PSI Off-Site Scientists Congregate

Photo by C. Holmberg

The iron sculpture in the lobby at PSI headquarters; paintings in
the background are by PSI resident artist William K. Hartmann.

But then, someone realized that the name had already been taken
by our group in Tucson. The iron model became superfluous,
and a year or so later was turned over to our group as a gift. It
has graced our front office ever since! LSI chose the name
“Lunar and Planetary Institute” and continued their work running the annual Lunar and Planetary Science Conference
(LPSC) and numerous topical conferences.
In the meantime, William K. Hartmann designed our own logo
around the letter psi, but used an image of the crescent planet
Saturn, with its rings, to create a stylized "cosmic psi" echoed
by some saguaro shapes along the bottom of the logo, to honor
our origins in Arizona (see logo on front page). Maybe we
should combine our logo with the original LSI vision and have
an eight foot tall logo on the roof above the PSI entrance. What
a statement that would make!

In March, at the 2008 Lunar and Planetary Science Conference,
in Houston, fourteen PSI scientists got together for dinner afterwards. Remarkably, all were PSI scientists who work in other
locations (with the exception of Carrie Welty who is a Space
Grant student in the Tucson office). In the picture, from left:
Paul Abell (TX), Rebecca Williams (WI), William Feldman
(NM), Carrie Welty, Les Bleamaster (TX), Robert Gaskell (CA)
and Melissa Lane (Phoenix, AZ). Not pictured, but present at
the dinner were: Scott Mest (MD), Anton Ivanov (Switzerland),
Eldar Noe Dobrea (CA), Frank Chuang (Chandler, AZ), Asmin
Pathare (CA), Chuck Wood (WV), and Keith Holsapple (WA).
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Image credit: NASA/JPL/University of Arizona

Mars Phoenix Lander Caught on Camera
by Frank C. Chuang

The Phoenix Lander successfully came to rest on the flat northern plains of Mars at about 7:38 p.m. PST on May 25, 2008,
after its long journey to the Red Planet. But it didn’t get there
without being watched. As the lander sped through the atmosphere to its intended destination, a few spacecraft were turned to
“look” and catch it “in the act.” One of the spacecraft was the
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), which has onboard the
High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) telescopic camera. A dramatic image (above), with the 10 kilometer
diameter Heimdall impact crater in the background, was captured by HiRISE with MRO orbiting 310 kilometers above the
Martian surface. The parachute, parachute cords, and lander are
clearly visible when zoomed into the ~80 cm/pixel full resolu-

tion image (lower left inset). Because Heimdall appears (and is)
so much bigger than the lander, it looks as if the lander is
headed straight into the crater, but in fact the lander is really in
front of it. This image is also a historic one: It is the first time an
orbiting spacecraft has ever “observed” the attempted landing of
another spacecraft on Mars.
PSI Scientists Frank Chuang and Cathy Weitz are playing a
vital role on HiRISE: Frank is a science team member and coleader of the Mass Wasting science theme; he is assisting Cathy
who is a Co-Investigator on HiRISE. For more information
about this HiRISE image and other released image products
related the Mars Phoenix Lander, go to http://
hirise.lpl.arizona.edu. For information about the Mars Phoenix
Lander mission, go to http://phoenix.lpl.arizona.edu.

Director's Note
Advancement is a relatively new area for PSI. This includes
increasing our visibility in our various communities, engaging
our supporters, and fundraising. Fundraising is essential to pay
for necessary organizational expenses that are not covered by
the federal monies we receive. Advancement can also be a positive means of giving those who are interested in solar system
exploration an opportunity to play an important role in helping
that happen and establishing a relationship with PSI.
We are exploring new ways of acknowledging and expressing
appreciation to our donors, including special invitations to visit
with us. This includes our important and far more numerous
donors of small amounts; these gifts enable what millions in
federal awards cannot. Going forward, we are reducing our donation requests! Instead of including them with each issue of the
Newsletter, we will be sending a separate invitation to participate in our annual campaign in the fall to all PSI Newsletter
recipients. There will be no obligation.
In the area of increasing PSI visibility, I would like to welcome
Ed Stiles, previously with the College of Engineering at the Uni-

versity of Arizona and the Tucson Citizen, who has partnered
with us to write stories about our successful grants (over
$5,000,000 in the past several months!), new hires and promotions, and the awards received by our scientists, and PSI itself,
for excellence in research and performance.
We also plan to update PSI's website to give people a better
window into the very broad and
diverse research undertaken by
PSI scientists, as well as the
scientists themselves. As we
continue to grow, we look forward to sharing with you our
adventures, discoveries and insights, into the larger neighborhood in which we all live.

Mark V. Sykes
June 2008
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